The quantum cohomology ring of the complex homogeneous infinite dimensional manifold LK/T is investigated in this paper. For K simple of type A l , B l or C l , it turns out that, similarly to the theorem of Kim on QH * (K/T ) (cf.
Introduction
Let K be a compact, connected, simply connected Lie group, T ⊂ K a maximal torus and LK the loop group. The infinite dimensional generalized flag manifold LK/T has a natural complex structure and we can define its quantum cohomology 1 ring in terms of rational holomorphic curves and general translates of Bruhat cells and Birkhoff strata like in the finite dimensional case. Namely QH * (LK/T ) is the module H * (LK/T ) ⊗ R[q 1 , . . . , q l+1 ] endoubted with an associative multiplicative law • defined in the same way as for the finite dimensional flag manifold K/T . Setting degq j = 4, 1 ≤ j ≤ l+1, we will have dega • b=dega+ degb, for any a, b ∈ QH * (LK/T ) (for more details, see section 3). It is well known that the evaluation at the point 1 defines a topologically trivial bundle p : LK/T → K/T of fiber LK/K = Ω(K), hence LK/T is homeomorphic to K/T × Ω(K) (see [11] ). Since H * (Ω(K)) is a polynomial algebra, the only relations in H * (LK/T ) are those coming from H * (K/T ) via p * . A standart description of H * (K/T ) can be obtained (iii) the set π = {α 1 , . . . , α l } is a system of simple roots for a root system in a * , which is isometric to the original R, and −α l+1 is the short dominant root.
Consider H 1 , . . . , H l the basis of a which is dual to α 1 , . . . , α l , i.e. α i (H j ) = δ ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l. What we call the Laplacian of b is the following element Ω := l i,j=1
of the universal enveloping algebra U(b). Although not relevant for our context, it is worth mentioning that if B is a connected Lie group of Lie algebra b, then the Hamiltonian system consisting of a generic coadjoint orbit of B and the restriction of Ω to it is just the generalized periodic Toda lattice. The first integrals of the system are (restrictions of) elements of the symmetric algebra S(b), but they can be as well expressed in terms of U(b) Ω , the commutator of Ω in U(b). The quantum first integrals can be derived from the same U(b) Ω (see section 2 below). So the latter one establishes the connection between the classical and quantum periodic Toda lattices and the description of its structure is a basic result of Goodman and Wallach's paper. By technical reasons, the full description of U(b) Ω as needed by us (see Thm.1.1 below) has been made only for the root systems of type A l , B l and C l . Before stating the result, let us consider:
1. the projection b → a which is a Lie algebra homomorphism and induces the algebra homomorphism µ : U(b) → U(a);
2. the Weyl group W of the root system (a, R); by a classical result, the W -invariant algebra S(a) W is of the form R[u 1 , . . . , u l ], where u 1 , . . . , u l are homogeneous polynomials;
3. the coefficients m j from α l+1 = − l j=1 m j α j ;
Theorem 1.1 (cf. Thm.3.3 of Goodman-Wallach [5] ) Suppose that R is of the type A l , B l or C l . Then there exist Ω = Ω 1 , Ω 2 , . . . , Ω l ∈ U(b) Ω with the following properties:
The PBW basis of U(b) induced by the ordered basis X 1 , . . . , X l+1 , H 1 , . . . , H l allows us to identify Ω k with a polynomial in variables X j , H i . Let Π k denote the sum of all monomials of maximal degree from Ω k . The following formal change of variables will be better understood in the next section:
In view of Thm.1.1, b), Π k becomes a polynomial in variables Λ i , Q j . Let us return to QH * (LK/T ) and the quantum deformation of the relation (2) . The main result of our paper is:
are coming from the Toda lattice associated to the dual root system of K. This is an extension of the theorem of Kim [8] . At the same time it is a generalization of the main result of Guest and Otofuji [7] .
A final remark should be made about the restriction on the type of K: the mechanism producing relations in QH * (LK/T ) is Theorem 5.1, which works for any simple Lie group K (also see the table in section 5). The only reason because we cannot apply it for the other six remaining types of simple Lie groups is our lack of knowledge about the structure of U(b) Ω in those cases. More precisely, we do not know how to generalize Goodman-Wallach's Theorem 1.1 and obtain the Ω k 's for root systems of types D-G.
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Quantum first integrals of the periodic Toda lattice
The differential operators we will associate in the sequel to the root system R will be one of the basic tools of our paper. They are in fact alterations of the quantum first integrals of the Toda lattice (see section 1 above), as constructed in Goodman and Wallach [4] . In our acception, they will be differential operators on the space
The linearity and the Leibnitz rule can be easily verified. The quantization of the Toda lattice that will be appropriate to our goals is the representation 2 π of b on R[t i ][[e t j /2 ]] given by
where is a nonzero real parameter. One can easily see that π is actually a representation, i.e. π[H r , X s ] = [π(H r ), π(X s )] on
The corresponding quantum first integrals of the Toda lattice are the differential operators π(Ω k ), 1 ≤ k ≤ l. Consider the PBW basis of U(b) induced by the ordered basis X 1 , . . . , X l , H 1 , . . . , H l+1 of b. In these terms, π(Ω k ) will be described by a concrete polynomial expression in √ −1 1 e t j 2 , ∂ i . By Theorem 1.1, if we multiply π(Ω k ) by degΩ k , one obtains an expression of the form D k = D k ( ∂ i , e t j , ). Notice that the polynomial D k (Λ i , Q j , ) which is formally obtained from the differential operator D k by replacing
is related to the polynomial Π k constructed in the definition by
For our future needs it will be enough to consider the action of the differential operator D k on
where
We are particularly interested about the quantization of the Laplacian Ω = Ω 1 . In conformity with the procedure described above, we multiply π(Ω) by 2 /4 and obtain:
We finish the section by pointing out the following properties satisfied by the differential operators D k and H , that will be needed later:
A. It holds [D k , H ] = 0.
B. The polynomial D k (H 1 , . . . , H l , 0, . . . , 0, ) obtained from D k by the replacements ∂ i → H i , e t j → 0 does not depend on and it equals u k (H 1 , . . . , H l ) ∈ S(a) W . Let us begin with a few standart facts about the cohomology of K/T . Take {α 1 , . . . , α l } ⊂ t * a simple root system of K with respect to T . Recall that to any root α ∈ t * corresponds the coroot
The set of all coroots is a root system as well; we will call it the dual root system of K. The set {α ∨ 1 , . . . , α ∨ l } is a simple root system of the latter one. There is a natural isomorphism φ between H 2 (K/T, Z) and the coroot lattice of t, the latter one being the same as the integral lattice of T . More precisely, φ is the composition of the Hurewicz isomorphism H 2 (K/T, Z) ≃ π 2 (K/T ) with the boundary map π 2 (K/T ) → π 1 (T ). Consequently, H 2 (K/T, Z) identifies with the weight lattice, i.e. the lattice generated by the elements λ i of t * , uniquely determined by λ i (α ∨ j ) = δ ij , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l. Similar considerations can be made for LK/T , but only after getting a special presentation of LK/T , as follows: Take first a central extension
in the sense of [11] , Ch.4. If T ⊂ LK is the set of constant loops in T , then we get the central extension
But the only central extension of the torus T is the
And now, exactly as before for K/T , we take the composition of the Hurewicz isomorphism H 2 (LK/π −1 (T ), Z) ≃ π 2 (LK/π −1 (T )) with the boundary map π 2 (LK/π −1 (T )) → π 1 (π −1 (T )) from the long exact sequence of the bundle π −1 (T ) →LK →LK/π −1 (T ) and denote the resulting isomorphism byφ
:
Again the integral lattice π 1 (π −1 (T )) is the same as the coroot lattice, and the latter one has a basis consisting of the simple coroots
inside the Lie algebra t + R of π −1 (T ), where α l+1 is the highest root (see Ch. 4 of [11] ). So the isomorphismφ :
Consequently, H 2 (LK/T ) can be identified with the weight lattice, i.e. the lattice generated by the elementsλ i of (t + R) * , uniquely determined bỹ
We are interested about the relationship between
on the one hand and
on the other. Consider first the inclusion map I : K/T → LK/T , which induces by functoriality the maps I * and I * . One can easily see that:
(i) I * is the inclusion map of t into t + R;
The main result of the section regards the imbedding of H 2 (K/T ) into H 2 (LK/T ) induced by the map p :
Proposition 3.1 It holds:
In turn, k can be obtained as follows:
where we have used the following property of p:
In order to prove that, consider the map P :LK → K,
where π is the central extension (see above). The pair (P, p) is a morphism between the bundles (LK,LK/π −1 T ) and (K, K/T ). By the functoriality of the maps φ andφ, we have the following commutative diagram:
; the latter one is obviously mapped into the constant loop e by π, hence by P . So (4) is true.
The quantum cohomology of LK/T
Let us recall at the beginning of this section the standart descriptions of the homology and cohomology of LK/T in terms of Bruhat cells, respectively Birkhoff strata (our basic reference for that is [11] , section 8.7). As before, {α 1 , . . . , α l } ⊂ t * denotes a simple root system of K with respect to T and α l+1 the highest root. If s i denotes the reflection of t about Kerα i , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, then the Weyl group W is generated by s 1 , . . . , s l . The affine Weyl group W aff is, by definition, the semidirect product of W with the coroot lattice of K. It is generated by s 1 , . . . , s l together with s l+1 , the reflection about the affine plane α l+1 = −1. There is a standart embedding of W aff into LK/T (see loc. cit.). Besides B (see section 3), we will also need here B − , which is the subgroup of LG consisting of all loops γ : S 1 → G that can be extended holomorphically to the exterior of the unit disk and γ(∞) ∈ B 0 . To any w ∈ W aff one associates the following two orbits:
• the Bruhat cell C w := B.w, which is a complex open cell whose dimension is given by the length l(w) of w with respect to the generator system s 1 , . . . , s l+1 ;
• the Birkhoff stratum Σ w := B − .w, which is a contractible complex submanifold of LK/T of codimension l(w).
The cellsC w , w ∈ W aff , constitute a basis of the homology module H * (LK/T ). The intersection form ·, · between Birkhoff strata and Bruhat cells is defined in terms of "general translates" by elements of LG. It satisfies
It follows that the set of Birkhoff strata can be identified with an additive basis of H * (LK/T ). We denote by [Σ w ] the element of H * (LK/T ) induced by the corresponding stratum, w ∈ W aff . The multiplicative structure is defined in terms of the triple intersection number Σ u ,Σ v ,C w (again via "general translates" by elements of LG) as follows:
In order to relate this description to the one given in the previous section, we consider:
•C (j) :=C s j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1 and get the basisC (1) , . . . ,C (l+1) of H 2 (LK/T ); the linear isomorphismφ mapsC (j) ontoα ∨ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1. This can be proved by using the SU 2 embedding inL(K) associated to the root α j (see loc. cit. section 5.2) and the naturality ofφ.
•Σ (j) :=Σ s j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1 and get the basis [Σ (1) ], . . . , [Σ (l+1) ] of H 2 (LK/T ). Via the transposed ofφ, we will identify [Σ (j) ] with the fundamental weightλ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1.
The basic assumption of our paper is that the following invariants of Gromov-Witten type are well defined:
where g 1 , g 2 , g 3 are "general" elements of LG If there exist infinitely many maps f with the properties from above, put Σ w 1 |Σ w 2 |C w 3 d = 0. The main reason that enables us to think that the definition from above makes sense is the result of Freed (see [1] ) which says that the moduli space of all based rational holomorphic curves f of multidegree d = (d 1 , . . . , d l+1 ) in LK/T is a complex smooth manifold of real dimension 4 l+1 j=1 d j . Hence the space of all rational holomorphic curves f of multidegree d such that f (∞) ∈C w 3 is a complex smooth manifold as well, of real dimension 2l(w 3 ) + 4 l+1 j=1 d j . It follows easily by transversality reasons that
The following "divisor equation" holds
where Σ w |C v d denotes the number of nonparametrized rational holomorphic curves intersecting general translates ofΣ w andC v . The proof is granted by the same argument as in the finite dimensional situation (see for instance [6] , section 7): a rational curve f : CP 1 → LK/T in the homology class l+1 j=1 d jC(j) intersects a general translate of the codimension 2 submanifold Σ (i) in Σ (i) , l+1 j=1 d jC(j) = d i points. The procedure of defining the quantum cohomology ring is already a standart one: Consider first q 1 , . . . , q l+1 formal multiplicative variables; for any
for any w 1 , w 2 ∈ W aff , where the element (
for any w ∈ W aff . In other words,
and we will deduce from (5) that the sum in the right hand side is finite. It is the same (5) which shows that the degree of (
It follows from here that by putting
i.e. • is a deformation of the usual cup product on H * (LK/T ). The product • on QH * (LK/T ) is obviously commutative. Although much less obvious, the associativity of • will be assumed throughout our paper: it seems very likely that the same arguments that prove the associativity in the finite dimensional situation (see for instance [10] section 8.2) can be applied here, as well.
The rest of this section will be devoted to finding all productsλ i •λ j , 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l + 1 in QH * (LK/T ). To this end we use the same arguments as for the finite dimensional flag manifold K/T (see [9] ). Begin with the following lemma which generalizes Lemma 2.2 of [7] , although our proof is different:
In other words, only terms that contain nonzero powers of q j can occur iñ λ j • a.
PROOF We can suppose that a is [Σ
The quantum products mentioned above are described by:
PROOF For i = j, the formula follows immediately from the previous lemma. By the same reason, if i = j we just have to compute r from λ i •λ i =λ 2 i + rq i . In other words, we have to count rational holomorphic curves f : CP 1 → LK/T with the following properties:
where g 1 , g 2 ∈ LG and p ∈ LK/T are generic. Via the embedding W aff ⊂ LK/T mentioned above, we choose p = s i and g 1 , g 2 ∈ B such that s i , g 1 s i and g 2 s i are any two different.
For any j ∈ {1, . . . , l + 1} \ {i}, consider the parabolic subgroup P j := B s k |k = j B 4 of LG and the projection π j : LG/B → LG/P j . It follows from (iv) that for any such j, the map π j • f : CP 1 → LG/P j is constant, since it is holomorphic and homologic to zero. Hence π j (f (z)) = π j (s i ) = eP j , z ∈ CP 1 . Consequently
We reduced our problem to that of determining the number of linear curves f : CP 1 →C (i) ≃ CP 1 which satisfy:
This number is obviously 1, hence r = 1.
A general criterium and the proof of Theorem 1.2
In the definition of the quantum cohomology ring we can formally replace q j by e t j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1, where t 1 , . . . , t l+1 are independent variables. What we get is in fact a family of products • t , indexed by t = (t 1 , . . . , t l+1 ) ∈ R l+1 . This convention will make possible the use of certain partial derivatives and differential operators in the study of QH * (LK/T ). Consider the formal variables Λ 1 , . . . , Λ l , Q 1 , . . . , Q l+1 and . To any polynomial D ∈ R[Λ i , Q j , ] one assigns the differential operator D as follows: first, in any monomial that constitutes D, arrange the Λ i 's on the last positions and then replace as follows:
1 ≤ i ≤ l, 1 ≤ j ≤ l + 1, where the operators ∂ i are the ones defined in section 2. Recall that by definition, the space on which D acts is
For instance, if K is the Lie group from the previous two sections, {α 1 , . . . , α l } a simple root system, α l+1 the highest root and α ∨ 1 , . . . , α ∨ l , α ∨ l+1 the corresponding dual roots, then we can take the polynomial
and the corresponding differential operator
The following general statement will be our basic instrument in getting the relations prescribed by Thm.1.2. As before, put: 
If A'. [D , H ∨ ] = 0, for any = 0;
B'. the polynomial D(Λ 1 , . . . , Λ l , 0, . . . , 0, ) does not depend on and its evaluation on λ 1 , . . . , λ l ∈ t * gives D(λ 1 , . . . , λ l , 0, . . . , 0, ) which is in S(t * ) W , then D(p * (λ i )•, q j , 0) = 0.
The proof will be done in the next section.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 The dual root system of K lies in t, hence the corresponding "ax + b"-algebra is of the form b = t * + u. The basis of t * which is dual to α 1 , . . . , α l (in the sense specified in section 1) is the set of fundamental weights λ 1 , . . . , λ l . Theorem 5.1 applies for the polynomial D k described in section 2: the only thing that still has to be checked is the degree condition (9) . By the definition of D k , its degree with respect to Λ i , Q 1/2 j is in fact the degree of Ω k (see sections 1 and 2) hence it equals, by Thm. 1.1  a) , the degree of u k . The inequality
can be easily verified by checking usual tables: see for instance J.E. Humphreys' "Reflection Groups and Coxeter Groups" for maxdegu k , the maximal degree of the fundamental generators, and [4] for the coefficients m i from
We will summarize the results in the following table (notice that all types of simple Lie groups are listed, in view of the remark made at the end of section 1):
The proof of Theorem 5.1
The basic ingredient of the proof are the endomorphisms p * (λ i )• t , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, of H * (LG/B) and their duals with respect to the intersection pairing
where δ is the "Kronecker delta" (see section 4). More precisely, we will denote by A i the endomorphism of H * (LG/B) defined by
Let us consider an ordering of W aff compatible with the length; this will induce an ordering of the basis {[Σ w ] : w ∈ W a } of H * (LG/B) and also of the basis {C w : w ∈ W aff } of H * (LG/B). The matrix of A i with respect to the latter basis is the transposed of the matrix of p * (λ i )• t with respect to the former one. A few considerations have to be made about the kind of linear algebra we will use here: First, the ordered basis described above induces a natural where each column is in R ∞ 0 . Let us denote the space of these matrices by M ∞×∞ 0 (R). Besides the general properties, the matrices A i , 1 ≤ i ≤ l have the following features:
(a) A i commutes with A j , for any two i, j;
(c) it holds:
where A ′ i is strictly lower triangular, and its coefficients are linear combinations of e td := e t 1 d 1 . .
A ′′ i is strictly upper triangular and its coefficients do not depend on t (in particular, the diagonal of A i is identically zero).
The first property follows from the associativity of • t . As about (b) and (c), they are direct consequences of the following two lemmas: Lemma 6.1 For any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ l and any a ∈ H * (LK/T ) we have:
The proof consists of a straightforward application of Proposition 3.1 and the divisor equation (see section 4). By the same arguments (also see the proof of Lemma 4.1), we deduce: Lemma 6.2 For any 1 ≤ i ≤ l and any a ∈ H * (LG/B), consider:
If the cohomology class a d is not zero (where d = (0, . . . , 0)), then
We must have
hence:
where c j are certain nonzero coefficients which arise in an obvious way and g r := 0 for r ≥ p (consequently, m ≥ p).
If A is the sum of I with a strictly upper triangular matrix, then m equals p. The coefficients f j are uniquely determined by the recursion formulae from above and the requirement Af p + g p = 0, which determines the initial term f 0 .
If A is strictly upper triangular, then we consider the following relations:
k ≥ 0. If k ≥ 0 is minimal with the property that c k+p+1 A k+p+1 f 0 +c k+p+1 A k+p g 0 + . . . + c k+1 A k g p = 0 then m must be k + p and the coefficients f j are uniquely determined by f 0 .
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 6. 3 We will prove this result by induction on l ≥ 1. Take first l = 1. We must solve the equation
We identify the coefficients of e td and write the DE piecewise as:
We apply Lemma 6.4, having in mind that (A 1 ) 0 is strictly upper triangular and things are clear.
It follows now the induction step from l − 1 to l. We write g we are looking for as
. It is worth mentioning that the relationship between g d and h r is given by:
A more detailed formula will furnish even the coefficient h
in h r as:
If h n 1 ,... ,n l−1 r are in (R[t l ][[e t l ]]) ∞ 0 , then all g r 1 ,... ,r l−1 ,k,r l+1 are in R ∞ 0 (but not conversely).
We put now S = R[t l ][[e t l ]] and solve the following PDE system:
]. If we regard A 1 , . . . , A l−1 as elements of M ∞×∞ 0 (S[e t 1 , . . . , e t l−1 , e t l ]), we can easily see that the conditions a), b) and c) are still satisfied. By the induction hypothesis, we know that the latter PDE can be solved by formulae of the following type:
We take first the situation when at least one of the conditions r 1 = m 1 r l+1 , . . . , r l−1 = m l−1 r l+1 is not satisfied and show how can we obtain all polynomials of the form g r 1 ,... ,r l−1 ,k,r l+1 , k ≥ 0, from
We only have to take into account of (10) and the fact that H r is a S = R[t l ][[e t l ]]-linear function of the coefficients of h r ′ , r ′ < r. From
]) we will deduce easily, by equalizing the coefficients of t m l e kt l , that g Whenever r 1 = m 1 r l+1 , . . . , r l−1 = m l−1 r l+1 happens, from the choice of h 0 r it follows q 0 r = 0. But these q 0 r 's determine ∂ l g − A l g uniquely, hence the latter one is zero.
Apply Prop.6.3 with A i replaced by 1 A i and obtain: 
The following lemma will make clear the importance of the formal series s w , w ∈ W aff , in proving Thm.5.1.
and (D 1, s w ) d = 0, for any w ∈ W aff , any multiindex d with |d| ≤ M and any = 0. Then D(p * (λ 1 )• t , . . . , p * (λ l )• t , e t 1 , . . . , e t l+1 , 0) = 0.
(ii) It holds H ∨ 1, s w = 0.
PROOF (i) For any f ∈ H * (LG/B) ⊗ R[e t 1 , . . . , e t l+1 ] it holds:
It follows that D f, s w = D(p * (λ 1 ) • t + ∂ 1 , . . . , p * (λ l ) • t + ∂ l , e t 1 , . . . e t l+1 , )f, s w .
Replacing f by 1 and denoting D := D(p * (λ i ) • t + ∂ i , e t j , )1, we get:
Notice now that deg e t j D ≤ deg e t j D(p * (λ i )• t , e t j , 0) ≤ M.
To justify the last inequality, we only have to notice that if Λ u Q v is a monomial from D(Λ i , Q j , 0), with u ∈ N l , v ∈ N l+1 , then it holds:
For the rest of the proof, "degree" and "free term" will refer to the "variables" e t 1 , . . . , e t l+1 . Decompose D as
where D k ∈ H * (LG/B) ⊗ R[e t 1 , . . . , e t l+1 ] denotes the sum of all terms of degree k, 0 ≤ k ≤ m. Recall that the free term of s w is (s w ) 0 ∈ H * (LG/B) ⊗ R[t 1 , . . . , t l ] with (s w ) 0 0 =C w . The free term of D, s w is D 0 , (s w ) 0 . From the vanishing of the latter one we get D 0 , (s w ) 0 0 = D 0 , C w = 0, for all w ∈ W aff , hence D 0 = 0. Also the sum of the terms of degree 1 in D, s w is 0. It follows D 1 , (s w ) 0 = 0.
Exactly as before, this implies D 1 = 0 Since m ≤ M, we can continue the algorithm until we obtain D m = 0, hence
It is now the right moment to let vary in order to deduce that D(p * (λ i )• t , e t j , 0) = 0.
(ii) When computing H ∨ 1, s w only the following two relations are to be used:
∂ i 1, s w = p * (λ i ), s w and On the other hand, it holds ( l i,j=1 α ∨ i , α ∨ j ∂ 2 ij )(e td ) = l i,j=1 α ∨ i , α ∨ j (d i − m i d l+1 )(d j − m j d l+1 )e td = || l j=1 (d j − m j d l+1 )α ∨ j )|| 2 e td , hence we must have d i = m i d l+1 , for all 1 ≤ i ≤ l. Since d = 0, it follows d l+1 ≥ 1, d i ≥ m i for 1 ≤ i ≤ l and finally
The assertion stated in the lemma follows from the minimality of |d|. vanishes. Put first f = 1 in (14) and obtain g = D(p * (λ 1 ) • t + ∂ 1 , . . . , p * (λ l ) • t + ∂ l , e t 1 , . . . e t l+1 , )1, s w = D(p * (λ 1 )• t , . . . , p * (λ l )• t , 0, . . . , 0, ) + R, s w ,
where R ≡ 0 mod e t j . Hence g 0 ∈ R[t 1 , . . . , t l ] will be the same as D(p * (λ 1 ), . . . , p * (λ l ), 0, . . . , 0, ), s w 0 (as usual, the subscript 0 indicates the free term with respect to e t 1 , . . . , e t l+1 ). But D(p * (λ 1 ), . . . , p * (λ l ), 0, . . . , 0, ) = p * (D(λ 1 , . . . , λ l , 0, . . . , 0, )) = 0, hence g 0 = 0. If
then g d = 0, for |d| ≤ M (take into account that [D , H ∨ ] = 0, H ∨ 1, s w = 0, hence H ∨ g = 0 and apply Lemma 6.7). Finally, from Lemma 6.6 it follows D(λ i • t , e t j , 0) = 0 QED.
